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Welcome

Bienvenue

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal

● Tim Roosen, coordinator 
Because Health

● Julie Steendam, G3W-M3M, 
co-chair working group 
International Determinants 
of Health, GHW5-
contributor



Keynote

Présentation 
d'ouverture

● David McCoy, public health 
physician, academic, co-
Managing Editor of the first 
two Global Health Watches, 
GHW5-contributor
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David McCoy

Queen Mary University London

Peoples Health Movement
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Design of the Report

Five Sections

• Political Economy

• Health Sector

• Beyond the Health Sector

• Watching

• Alternatives, Action and Change

Purpose of 
Report

• Educational 

• Critical, Progressive and 
Political



“Should medicine ever fulfill its great 
ends, it must enter into the larger 

political and social life… it must indicate 
the barriers which obstruct the normal 
completion of the life cycle and remove 

them…”

‘politics is 
nothing more 
than medicine 

on a larger 
scale’ 

Rudolf 
Virchow 

(1821-1902)
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Inequality and Ecological 
Collapse





Neoliberalism

A set of ideas and beliefs

• Free markets are best

• Humans are driven by the wish to maximise their utility
• Homo economicus 
• What is good for one is good for all
• Inequality and social hierarchy is natural and beneficial

• Government is a threat to liberty

• Government failure theory



Where did it come 
from?

• Became dominant 
from the 1980s 
onwards

• Facilitated by 
globalisation and the 
end of the Cold War



The central value of Thatcher’s doctrine and of neo-
liberalism itself is the notion of competition — 
competition between nations, regions, firms and of 
course between individuals. 

Competition is central because it separates the sheep 
from the goats, the men from the boys, the fit from 
the unfit. It is supposed to allocate all resources, 
whether physical, natural, human or financial with the 
greatest possible efficiency.

Susan George
A Short History of Neoliberalism (1999)

"It is our job to glory in inequality 
and see that talents and abilities 
are given vent and expression for 
the benefit of us all." 

     Margaret 
Thatcher



Where did it come 
from?

• Became dominant 
from the 1980s 
onwards

• Facilitated by 
globalisation and the 
end of the Cold War

• Politically 
manufactured and 
socially constructed 



Best way to organise 
society
• Markets
• Competition
• Small government
• Strong private property 

rights

• Homo economicus

• Everything can be priced

Free trade

Free movement of finance

Deregulation

Low taxes

de-Universalisation

Privatisation 

Corporatisation / NPM

TRIPS and TRIPS-Plus

Individualism

Commodification

Commercialisation

Consumerism 

Materialism

Policies and 
effects

Ideas and beliefs



“In 1945 or 1950, if you had seriously proposed any of the ideas and 

policies in today's standard neo-liberal toolkit, you would have been 

laughed off the stage at or sent off to the insane asylum. At least in 

the Western countries, at that time, everyone was a Keynesian, a 

social democrat or a social-Christian democrat or some shade of 

Marxist. 

The idea that the market should be allowed to make major social and 

political decisions; the idea that the State should voluntarily reduce its 

role in the economy, or that corporations should be given total 

freedom, that trade unions should be curbed and citizens given much 

less rather than more social protection — such ideas were utterly 

foreign to the spirit of the time. Even if someone actually agreed with 

these ideas, he or she would have hesitated to take such a position in 

public and would have had a hard time finding an audience.” 

Susan George, 1999

A Short History of Neoliberalism



Neoliberal theory and reality

Selective and unequal liberalisation
• Finance and commodities, but not people

• Monopolies enabled

• State intervention encouraged (Banks, US steel, European 
agriculture)



Other aspects of the ‘neoliberal 
toolkit’



The idea that there are no  limits to 
growth …

• Poverty eradication will occur through wealth creation, and a  rising tide that 
will lift all boats …

• Redistribution not important (even harmful)

• Greed is good 

• Technology will overcome the biophysical limits of the planet



Capturing the state 

Hollowing out the state



Financialisation and debt



Philanthropy …

• Sustaining the unsustainable

• Defending the indefensible



What comes next?

• Retreat from globalisation?

• A new ‘cold war’?

• A return to fascism and authoritarianism?

• Going over the ecological cliff edge?

• The next phase of human evolution?

• AI



What’s to be done?

• Ideas, beliefs and values

• Hope 



Watching the global 
political and 
economic architecture

Examen de la 
structure politique et 
économique globale

● Renee De Jong, Global 
Health Advocate at Wemos 
and the Geneva Global 
Health Hub, GHW5-
contributor

● David Mc Coy, public health 
physician, academic, co-
Managing Editor of the first 
two Global Health Watches, 
GHW5-contributor

Moderator: Valerie Van 
Belle, international 
cooperation department of 
Christian Mutual Health 
Funds

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@Wemos
@MC_mut



Watching the global 
political and 
economic architecture

Examen de la 
structure politique et 
économique globale

The empowering of non-state 
'partners' in the WHO has 
undermined the importance 
and leadership of public health 
authorities.

Chapter D1: Money Talks at the 
World Health Organization

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@Wemos
@MC_mut



Watching the global 
political and 
economic architecture

Examen de la 
structure politique et 
économique globale

The World Health Organization 
should remain the primary and 
central health authority in the 
world.

Chapter D1: Money Talks at the 
World Health Organization

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@Wemos
@MC_mut



Watching the global 
political and 
economic architecture

Examen de la 
structure politique et 
économique globale

The model of philanthropy is 
incompatible to the notion that 
public goods such as health are 
most efficiently provided by 
the state.

Chapter D2: Private 
Philanthropic Foundations

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@Wemos
@MC_mut



Watching Global 
HealthRenée de Jong

Junior Global Health Advocate



Wemos
Health is a human right 

Governments must ensure that 
the right health conditions are in 
place for their citizens: access to 
health care and protection from 
health threats. 



WHO watch
• Policy Briefs

• Statements

• Advocacy

• Watching

www.ghwatch.org 

http://www.ghwatch.org/


Geneva Global Health Hub 
(G2H2)
• Discuss and collaborate 

• Stay up to date about the 
activities in Geneva

• New relation with the WHO 

• Collaborate in working 
groups 

• www.g2h2.org  

http://www.g2h2.org/


My contribution to the Global Health 
Watch

• The translation of the health 
systems strengthening (HSS) 
concept into practice by Gavi

• WHO versus Gavi 

• Gavi uses the building blocks to 
justify their approach as HSS

• UHC as a intermediate goal for HSS 
programs



Thank you for your attention!

Website

Twitter

Enjoy reading the Global Health Watch

www.wemos.nl

Or Linkedin/Facebook

@Wemos

@renee_dejong

http://www.wemos.nl/


Philanthrocapitalism



Philanthrocapitalism: What is it?

1. Application of business thinking, techniques and tools 

• The things that work in business can work in philanthropy

• What made Microsoft successful can create success in global health

• Donor = investor:  returns on investment expected

• Emphasis on measurables

• Muscular



Three trends of US Foundations

• Devoting more of their resources to larger and larger projects

• Grants are becoming less un-restricted

• Ideas and priorities increasingly set by grant-givers, not recipients 
…

Jenkins GW, 2011



Philanthrocapitalism: What is it?

2. Elitist

• Explicit encouragement of elite power and networks to manage social 
and political ‘challenges’ 

• Influence is larger than the monetary sum of their financial resources 

• Manifestation of wealth concentration 

• Associated with growth in big private foundations

• Associated with ‘celanthropy’ and the ‘celebrification’ of politics, aid 
and development

 



Bishop and Green: the “high hopes for philanthrocapitalism are 
based on the belief that the wealthy can be hyperagents, able to 
achieve impact far greater than their relative financial resources 
would suggest by targeting their dollars . . . [and entering into] 
partnerships with government, business, or NGOs . . . .” 

Bishop and Green: “as hyperagents, the 
super-rich can do things to help solve 
the world’s problems that the traditional 
power elites in and around government 
cannot. They are free from the usual 
pressures that bear down on politicians 
and activists and company bosses with 
shareholders to please”.



Philanthrocapitalism: What is it?

2. Elitist
• Explicit encouragement of elite power and networks to manage social 

and political ‘challenges’ 

• Influence is larger than the monetary sum of their financial resources 

• Manifestation of wealth concentration 

• Associated with growth in big private foundations

• Associated with ‘celanthropy’ and the ‘celebrification’ of politics, aid 
and development

3. Reinforces social hierarchy 

• Associated with a quest for power

 



“Perhaps the most overrated virtue in our list of shoddy virtues is that of giving. Giving builds up the ego 

of the giver, makes him superior and higher and larger than the receiver. Nearly always, giving is selfish 

pleasure, and in many cases is a downright destructive and evil thing. 

One has only to remember some of the wolfish financiers who spend two thirds of their lives clawing a 

fortune out of the guts of society and the latter third pushing it back. It is not enough to suppose that their 

philanthropy is a kind of frightened restitution, or that their nature changes when they have enough. Such 

a nature never has enough and natures do not change that readily. I think that the impulse is the same in 

both cases. For giving can bring the same sense of superiority as getting does, and philanthropy may be 

another kind of spiritual avarice”

John Steinbeck



Philanthrocapitalism

4. Application of competition and the market to the non-profit 
sector as a whole

– Corporatisation and commercialisation of NGOs and charities

5. The commercialisation and marketisation of poverty 
reduction / environmental protection / humanitarianism

– Solving the world’s problems can (and should) make you money

– Solutions that can be commoditised



Philanthrocapitalism

3. Application of competition and the market to the non-profit 
sector as a whole

– Corporatisation and commercialisation of NGOs and charities

4. The commercialisation and marketisation of poverty 
reduction / environmental protection / humanitarianism

– Solving the world’s problems can (and should) make you money

– Solutions that can be commoditised



36th Annual Healthcare Conference (2018) hosted by JP Morgan:

• Bill  Gates encouraged attending entrepreneurs to support public 
health initiatives “not only because it is the right thing to do, but 
because it can be lucrative too”



Philanthrocapitalism

3. Application of competition and the market to the non-profit 
sector as a whole

– Corporatisation and commercialisation of NGOs and charities

4. The commercialisation and marketisation of poverty 
reduction / environmental protection / humanitarianism

– Solving the world’s problems can (and should) make you money

– Solutions that can be commoditised

– Cause-related marketing and business growth





Philanthrocapitalism: Vehicles for delivery

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes

Partnerships and the hybridisation of charities, non-profit 
organisations, development agencies, universities and the UN with 
business / private corporations



Is philanthrocapitalism an issue?

Big picture

Depoliticisation

Extension of neoliberalism

Extension of corporate-elite power

Small picture

Inefficient

Ineffective



Gates Foundation

History and Background 

• Formed in 2000

• Headquarters in Seattle - the home of Microsoft
– offices in Washington DC, Delhi, London, Beijing, Addis Ababa, Abuja and Johannesburg

– over 1,400 employees

• Assets of ~ $75 billion (end 2015) 

• Spends about $5.7 billion / year 
– Operating expenses: $755 million

Gates

Buffet
Berkshire 
Hathaway
(10m shares)

Microsoft



Trustee and Co-Chair

Bill Gates

Melinda Gates

Trustee

Warren Buffett

Co-Chair

William Gates

CFO, COO, CCO, 
General Counsel, HR 
and Special Projects

US Programme

Allan Golston

Global Development

Christopher Elias

Global Policy and 
Advocacy 

Mark Suzman

Global Health

Trevor Mundel

Foundation

Chief Executive

Sue Desmond-Hellman



Trustees

Bill Gates

Melinda Gates

Trust

When instructing the investment managers, Bill and Melinda also consider other issues beyond corporate 
profits, including the values that drive the foundation's work. They have defined areas in which the 
endowment will not invest, such as companies whose profit model is centrally tied to corporate activity 
that they find egregious. This is why the endowment does not invest in tobacco stocks. 

Bill and Melinda regularly re-assess the endowment's holdings. On the issue of investments in Sudan, Bill 
and Melinda have directed the investment team to be consistent with the approach taken by the 
endowment managers for Harvard, Yale, and Stanford universities. The foundation trust no longer has 
any holdings in the companies identified by these institutions in their investment policy statements on 
Sudan. 



What does the Gates Foundation do in global health?

Funder: Grant-making programme

Direct action: Advocacy and Governance of GHPs 



Organisation Number of 
grants

Cumulative amount awarded 
(US$)

Percentage of total

GAVI 3  1,212,600,000 9.2%

PATH 111  1,164,466,280 8.8%

World Health Organization 172  1,086,358,265 8.3%

Global Fund 5  772,489,703 5.9%

UNICEF 50  465,773,821 3.5%

Global Alliance for TB Drug Development 5  338,829,151 2.6%

Medicines for Malaria Venture 6  315,077,722 2.4%

World Bank 18  282,855,353 2.1%

Johns Hopkins University 74  265,044,602 2.0%

Aeras Global TB Vaccine Foundation 7  225,012,464 1.7%

Agence Française de Développement 1  164,360,000 1.2%

Population Services International 14  156,617,094 1.2%

Clinton Health Access Initiative 25  147,316,660 1.1%

University of California, San Francisco 45  126,268,911 1.0%

Family Health International 19  125,247,338 1.0%

Emory University 23  124,637,393 <1%

University of Washington 37  121,362,518 <1%

CARE 21  118,189,552 <1%

UN Foundation 10  110,859,599 <1%

International Partnership for Microbicides 2  104,617,752 <1%

Top twenty recipients by total grant money awarded, 2008-2015



Funding by type of recipient, 2008-2015



Funding of for-profit organisations, 2008-2015



 Share of funding (%) Average grant size (US$) Number of grants

Global 36.77 12,874,352 376

US 45.24 2,925,166 2036

Other high-Income countries 10.63 1,399,870,890 758

Middle-Income countries 6.41 2,382,319 354

Low-Income countries 0.95 1,239,418 101

Location of primary recipients, 2008-2015



Gates Foundation

WHO UNICEF

World 
Bank

GHPs

Civil 
Society 
VoicePharma

R&D

Health 
Journalism

Academia

PR 
Companies

Management 
Consultants



Watching the global 
political and 
economic architecture

Examen de la 
structure politique et 
économique globale

● Renee De Jong, Global 
Health Advocate at Wemos 
and the Geneva Global 
Health Hub

● David Mc Coy, public health 
physician, academic, co-
Managing Editor of the first 
two Global Health Watches

Moderator: Valerie Van 
Belle, international 
cooperation department of 
Christian Mutual Health 
Funds

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@Wemos
@MC_mut



Presentation of the 
People's Health 
Movement

Présentation du 
Mouvement Populaire 
pour la Santé

● Wim De Ceukelaire, 
steering council member of 
PHM, director G3W-M3M

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@M3Monde



March 29, 2018

People's Health
Movement

and People's
Health Assembly
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The impact of free 
trade agreements on 
health

L'impact des accords 
de libre échange sur 
la santé

● Katharina Berza, head of 
department of advocacy, 
research and publications 
of the Philippino Council for 
Health and Development

● Marc Maes, advocacy 
officer on trade for 
11.11.11

● Liesbet Vangeel, advocacy 
officer on health, FOS ngo, 
GHW5-contributor

Moderator: Koen Detavernier, 
advocacy officer on social 
protection at Solidarité 
Mondiale

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@fosngo, @www11be, 
@solMond



The impact of free 
trade agreements on 
health

L'impact des accords 
de libre échange sur 
la santé

The scope of trade agreements 
is limited to negotiations on 
tariff barriers, quantitative 
restrictions and export 
subsidies.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@fosngo, @www11be, 
@solMond



The impact of free 
trade agreements on 
health

L'impact des accords 
de libre échange sur 
la santé

Trade agreements promote 
corporate interests at the 
expense of public health 
priorities.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@fosngo, @www11be, 
@solMond



The impact of free 
trade agreements on 
health

L'impact des accords 
de libre échange sur 
la santé

Strong growth in the global 
economy has not, so far, led to 
a corresponding improvement 
in working conditions and living 
standards for many.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@fosngo, @www11be, 
@solMond



The impact of free 
trade agreements on 
health

L'impact des accords 
de libre échange sur 
la santé

● Katharina Berza, head of 
department of advocacy, 
research and publications 
of the Philippino Council for 
Health and Development

● Marc Maes, advocacy 
officer on trade for 
11.11.11

● Liesbet Vangeel, advocacy 
officer on health, FOS ngo, 
GHW5-contributor

Moderator: Koen Detavernier, 
advocacy officer on social 
protection at Solidarité 
Mondiale

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@fosngo, @www11be, 
@solMond



Health and migration

Santé et migration

● Stéphane Heymans, Head 
of Operations, Médecins du 
Monde Belgique

● Maite Cuvelier, coordinator 
Health Promotion, Cultures 
et Santé

Moderator: Nicolas Van Nuffel, 
Head of Advocacy, CNCD-
11.11.11Join the debate

#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@MdMBelgique
@CNCD111111



Health and migration

Santé et migration
Access to health and social 
protection is a major pull-factor 
for migrants trying to come to 
Europe.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@MdMBelgique
@CNCD111111



Health and migration

Santé et migration
Migration represents a 
challenge to the (financial) 
capacities of health systems.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@MdMBelgique
@CNCD111111



Health and migration

Santé et migration Migrants face a triple burden of 
victimization.

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@MdMBelgique
@CNCD111111



Health and migration

Santé et migration

● Stéphane Heymans, Head 
of Operations, Médecins du 
Monde Belgique

● Maite Cuvelier, coordinator 
Health Promotion, Cultures 
et Santé

Moderator: Nicolas Van Nuffel, 
Head of Advocacy, CNCD-
11.11.11Join the debate

#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal
@MdMBelgique
@CNCD111111



Take Away Message

Call to action
● David McCoy
● Ellen Verryt, coordinator 

Plate-form d’Action Santé 
et Solidarité

Join the debate
#GHWBelgium
@Be_Causehealth
@PHMglobal



Thank you - Merci
Bedankt


